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 Abstract 13 
 14 
Non-volatile particulate matter (nvPM) emissions from aircraft turbine engines deteriorate air quality and 15 
contribute to climate change. These emissions can be reduced by using sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs). 16 
Here, we investigate the effects of a 32% SAF blend with fossil fuel on particle size distributions and nvPM 17 
emission indices of a widely used turbofan engine. The experiments were conducted in a test cell using a 18 
standardized sampling and measurement system. The geometric mean diameter (GMD) increased with 19 
thrust from ~8 nm at idle to ~40 nm at take-off, and the geometric standard deviation (GSD) was in the 20 
range of 1.74 to 2.01. The SAF blend reduced the GMD and GSD at each test point. The nvPM emission 21 
indices were reduced most markedly at idle by 70% in terms of nvPM mass and 60% for nvPM number. 22 
The relative reduction of nvPM emissions decreased with the increasing thrust. The SAF blend reduced the 23 
nvPM emissions from the standardized landing and take-off cycle by 20% in terms of nvPM mass and 25% 24 
in terms of nvPM number. This work will help develop standardized models of fuel composition effects on 25 
nvPM emissions and evaluate the impacts of SAF on air quality and climate. 26 
 27 
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 29 
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Synopsis 32 
 33 
This study evaluates air quality benefits of sustainable aviation fuels and aids to develop a standardized 34 
model for fuel composition effects on aviation PM emissions. 35 
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INTRODUCTION 44 

The airline industry has pursued sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs) as one of the most promising 45 

measures to reduce aviation’s adverse effects on the environment.1 Currently, up to 50% of 46 

synthetic components made using various production pathways may be blended with 47 

conventional jet fuel.2 Such drop-in blends fulfill the standard specification for aviation turbine 48 

fuels and can be readily used in today’s aircraft without changes to operability and performance.3 49 

SAF blends reduce the carbon footprint of the fuel.4 Due to their origin and refining, pure SAFs 50 

are virtually free of sulfur and aromatic hydrocarbons.2 Thus, SAF blends directly reduce 51 

volatile- and non-volatile particulate matter (nvPM) emissions.5–14 52 

With the prospect of increasing commercial use of SAFs, there is a growing interest in their PM 53 

emissions reduction potential at the ground level and cruising altitudes. In chase studies at 54 

cruising altitudes, SAF blends reduced nvPM mass and number emissions directly behind the 55 

aircraft by 50 to 97% compared to conventional Jet A-1 fuel. 10,13,15,16 Engine emission tests at 56 

the ground (on-wing and in a test cell) have shown PM emissions reductions of over 90%, 57 

depending on the blend ratio, engine technology, and power setting. 5–9,11,12,14,16 The nvPM 58 

emissions reduction is proportional to the decrease in soot precursors in the fuel.17 The fuel 59 
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composition effects on gas turbine nvPM emissions are correlated with total aromatics, 60 

naphtalenes and the fuel hydrogen content. Especially the fuel hydrogen content (% mass) has 61 

been used as key variable in investigations of soot formation in gas turbine combustors since 62 

several decades.18–20 The hydrogen content accounts for the differences in the degree of 63 

saturation of the aromatics (fewer ring structures in the fuel correspond to a lower number of 64 

hydrogen atoms). Several recent studies have found strong correlations of nvPM and total PM 65 

emissions with fuel hydrogen content. 6,11,21–23 The fuel composition effects on nvPM depend on 66 

the engine power setting. The highest reductions have been observed at low engine power (idle 67 

and taxi), which has potential benefits for local air quality and health effects using SAFs. 68 

8,11,16,21,24  69 

As the local air quality impacts of aviation’s ultrafine PM emissions have become a growing 70 

concern, the International Civil Aviation Organization’s Committee on Aviation Environmental 71 

Protection (ICAO CAEP) initiated a regulatory standard for nvPM emissions.8,25–29 All in-72 

production engines with rated thrust Foo greater than 26.7 kN have to comply with the limit for 73 

the maximum nvPM mass concentration in the exhaust (CAEP/10 nvPM standard) and with the 74 

limits for the nvPM mass and nvPM number emitted during the standard landing and take-off 75 

(LTO) cycle normalized by Foo (CAEP/11 nvPM standard).26,28,30
 Although the nvPM 76 

certification requirement is in force, there are ongoing efforts to improve the measurement 77 

methodology and address uncertainty and variability sources. For example, the EU-funded 78 

projects AVIATOR and RAPTOR aim to quantify measurement uncertainties and variability due 79 

to instruments calibration drift, particle losses in the sampling systems, ambient conditions and 80 

fuel composition.31,32 Despite numerous studies performed with SAFs, there is limited data 81 

acquired with standardized nvPM sampling and measurement systems for large commercial 82 
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turbofan engines. Such data are necessary to develop a robust fuel composition effects model for 83 

nvPM certification and predict the impacts on local air quality. Most previous studies of fuel 84 

effects on aircraft engine PM emissions used sampling and measurement methodologies not 85 

compliant with the ICAO nvPM standard. 5,9–11,16,33 Large-scale engine testing is costly, and 86 

modern engine technologies are rarely accessible. Thus, many previous fuel effects studies were 87 

conducted on older technology engines, auxiliary power units (APUs), and laboratory 88 

combustors, which may not represent the current commercial fleet.6,7,13,14,23,34,35  89 

Here, we investigate the effects of a blend of Jet A-1 with 32% of synthetic paraffinic kerosene 90 

from hydrotreated esters and fatty acids (HEFA-SPK) on particle size distributions and emission 91 

indices of nvPM mass (EImass) and nvPM number (EInum) of the widely used CFM56-7B engine 92 

(Boeing 737 family). The engine exhaust was sampled and measured using the Swiss Mobile 93 

Aircraft Engine Emissions Measurement System (SMARTEMIS), one of three reference 94 

sampling and measurement systems for nvPM. 25,26  The work was done during the EMPAIREX 95 

1 campaign (Emissions of Particulate and gaseous pollutants in AIRcraft engineEXhaust), and it 96 

extends the work of Brem et al. 201521 to thrust levels below 30% and different fuels with lower 97 

levels of total aromatics. 98 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 99 

Engine emission tests. The engine emission tests were performed on a CFM56-7B26 engine 100 

(Boeing 737NG series aircraft) in a test cell at SR Technics, Zurich airport. The engine passed all 101 

performance tests for operations on commercial aircraft before and after the campaign. The 102 

engine was operated on a decreasing power curve from take-off to idle. The engine test points 103 

were set using the combustor inlet temperature T3 in compliance with the ICAO emissions 104 
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certification procedures.30 The test points chosen were based on a correlation between engine 105 

thrust and T3 at sea level determined from a calibrated engine performance model for this engine 106 

type.36 The test matrix contained seven test points: ground idle (~3%), 7%, 30%, 50%, 65%, 107 

85%, and 100% Foo (Foo = 117 kN). The duration of each test point was from five to up to 90 108 

minutes to accommodate various experiments performed during the campaign.24,37 109 

 110 

Fuel properties. The specifications of the fuels used are shown in Table 1. The neat Jet A-1 fuel 111 

was a standard batch used at Zurich airport. The 32% HEFA-SPK blend was obtained by 112 

blending the residual Jet A-1 in the test cell fuel tank with 32.6 tons of a 44.4% blend of HEFA-113 

SPK SAF supplied by SkyNRG. The neat HEFA-SPK was produced by AltAir Fuels 114 

(Paramount, CA, USA; now part of World Energy) from used cooking oil. The neat SAF was 115 

shipped to Europe and blended with locally stored fossil jet fuel prior to delivery to SR Technics. 116 

The blend was certified to the ASTM D7566 standard for jet fuels containing synthesized 117 

hydrocarbons.2 The data for aromatics, naphthalene, hydrogen content, and density are averages 118 

calculated from 14 samples (ten samples for Jet A-1 and four for the 32% HEFA blend). The 119 

remaining parameters are based on one fuel sample of Jet A-1 and two samples of the 32% 120 

HEFA blend. The analysis was performed by a certified laboratory (Intertek AG, Switzerland). 121 

Additionally, the hydrogen mass content was determined in-house by nuclear magnetic 122 

resonance (NMR) using a method equivalent to ASTM D7171.38 The NMR-determined 123 

hydrogen content was used in our analysis. For comparison with previous studies, we list the 124 

hydrogen mass content determined by Intertek using the less accurate and precise method ASTM 125 

D5291 for determining carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen content (CHN).39 126 

  127 
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Table 1: Fuel properties 128 

Property ASTM Method Unit Jet A-1 32% HEFA-

SPK blend 

Aromatics D1319 vol %  18.1 11.3 

Naphthalene D1840 vol % 0.79 0.53 

Hydrogen (NMR) D7171 equivalent mass % 13.57 14.05 

Hydrogen (CHN) D5291 mass % 13.68 14.25 

H/C ratio (NMR)   1.88 1.95 

Smoke point D1322 mm 22 24 

Viscosity at -20 °C D445 mm2/s 3.41 3.68 

Specific energy D3338 MJ/kg 43.3 43.6 

Density at 15 °C D4052 kg/m3 795.4 781.8 

Sulfur D5453 ppm 490 350 

 129 

Exhaust sampling and measurement. The exhaust sample was extracted < 1 m downstream of 130 

the engine exit plane using a single orifice probe with an inner diameter (ID) of 8 mm made of 131 

Inconel 600 alloy. The probe sampling position was checked by carbon balance (air-fuel ratio of 132 

the exhaust sample agreed with the engine air-fuel ratio within 10% at all test points above idle). 133 

The extracted exhaust sample was transported via a trace-heated (160°C) and insulated 5 m-long 134 

stainless-steel tube with 8 mm ID to a flow splitter and diluter assembly (diluter box). At the 135 

diluter box inlet, the sample was split into the pressure control line (diluter sample pressure 136 

control), the nvPM transfer section, and the raw gas line. The raw gas line (160 °C, length 25 m, 137 

6 mm ID, flow rate of ~18 slpm, carbon-filled poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (cPTFE)) transported the 138 
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raw exhaust sample to the gas and smoke analysis system (CO2, CO, NOx, SO2, HC, and smoke 139 

number). In the diluter box, a Dekati DI-1000 ejector diluter diluted the exhaust sample with dry 140 

synthetic air by a factor of 8–11. The diluted sample was drawn through a trace-heated line (60 141 

°C, length 24.2 m, 8 mm ID, flow rate of 23 slpm, cPTFE) to the PM measurement rack. In the 142 

PM rack, the sample passed through a sharp cut cyclone (1 µm aerodynamic diameter cut-off) 143 

and was split to various aerosol instruments and a make-up flow line with a CO2 analyzer (Model 144 

410i, Thermo Scientific). The nvPM number concentration (cut-off size d50 = 10 nm) was 145 

measured using an AVL Particle Counter Advanced (APC, AVL) and the nvPM mass 146 

concentration was measured using an AVL Micro Soot Sensor (MSS, AVL). The MSS is a real-147 

time photoacoustic black carbon (BC) mass instrument.40 BC mass, which is used as a surrogate 148 

for nvPM mass in the regulatory standard, is calibrated to the elemental carbon (EC) mass of 149 

diffusion flame soot.29 The mass absorption cross-section (MAC) of the calibration aerosol used 150 

by the manufacturer AVL has been found to agree with the MAC of aircraft gas turbine soot 151 

within 5%.41 Diffusion flame soot calibration of the MSS has provided excellent agreement with 152 

EC mass at various operating conditions of aircraft turbine engines using fossil and synthetic 153 

fuels.37,42 The particle size distributions were measured using a fast Scanning Mobility Particle 154 

Sizer (SMPS, Model 3938, TSI Inc.) operating in high flow mode (1.5 lpm nominal aerosol 155 

flow), sheath to aerosol flow ratio of 12, and 30 seconds scan time. Additional aerosol 156 

instruments were used to characterize effective density, chemical and optical properties, and 157 

toxicity. 24,37 158 

Data reduction. The emissions and engine data were averaged over three to 60 minutes during 159 

stable engine operation. The averaging periods followed a stabilization period of one to three 160 

minutes at each test point. Although 60-second averages are sufficient for the calculation of 161 
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nvPM EIs (1 Hz sampling rate), the long averaging periods provided better statistics of the 162 

SMPS data.  163 

The averaged data were filtered by ambient temperature to evaluate the fuel effects on nvPM 164 

emissions as accurately as possible. As described above, the engine test points were set using the 165 

combustor inlet temperature T3. At a constant T3, nvPM emissions can vary markedly with 166 

changes in ambient temperature mainly due to the effects of varying combustor inlet pressure.26 167 

If emissions tests with different fuels are performed at different ambient conditions, the fuel 168 

composition effects could be impossible to evaluate, especially at test points where the nvPM 169 

emission characteristics vary significantly with small changes in engine operating conditions. 170 

The tests with Jet A-1 were performed at ambient temperatures between 2 and 17°C and the SAF 171 

blend tests between 6.5 and 12 °C. We used only data obtained with both fuels in the ambient 172 

temperature range 7.5–12 °C. The nvPM EIs for all ambient conditions can be found in the 173 

online supporting information (SI). 174 

Particle loss correction and size distributions. All results are reported at the engine exit plane, 175 

corrected for thermophoretic loss independent of particle size and the size-dependent particle 176 

loss in the sampling and measurement system. The thermophoretic loss due to a temperature 177 

gradient between the exhaust gas and the sampling line wall was calculated from the measured 178 

exhaust gas temperature and the sample line temperature.35 The correction factor kthermo ranged 179 

from 1.16 to 1.29. The size-dependent particle losses in the sampling and measurement system 180 

were calculated using the particle size distributions (PSD) measured with the SMPS and modeled 181 

penetration functions. The penetration functions were modeled using the system loss tool of the 182 

SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) 6481.43 The penetration functions include the 183 

sampling system sections from the probe inlet to the instrument inlets. The nvPM number 184 
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instrument has additional losses in the volatile particle remover (VPR; catalytic stripper and a 185 

secondary dilution system) and due to the CPC cut-off (10 nm), which are accounted for in the 186 

penetration model and are based on instrument calibration data. Since the size range of the SMPS 187 

was limited to 6-190 nm, we fitted the SMPS measurement data with a product of the lognormal 188 

distribution and the size-dependent penetration function. The fits were weighted by the inverse 189 

squares of the standard deviations of the average PSD data. The data fitting provided the 190 

number-based geometric mean diameter (GMD) and the geometric standard deviation (GSD) at 191 

the engine exit plane. Due to low penetration of particles <10 nm, the measurement uncertainties 192 

of these particles can be very high, and thus a lower limit of 10 nm at the engine exit plane is 193 

used in the system loss correction.43 The number-based nvPM correction factors were in the 194 

range 2–6 (i.e., 2–6 -fold losses) and the mass-based nvPM correction factors were in the range 195 

1.09–1.54 (i.e., 9–54% loss). These loss correction factors are in line with previous works that 196 

calculated size-dependent losses in standardized nvPM sampling and measurement systems using 197 

PSD data for various gas turbine engines.36,44,45 The penetration functions and the details of the 198 

system loss correction calculation are in S1 of the online SI. 199 

Emission indices. The EImass and EInum were calculated using the complete EI formula, taking 200 

into account the carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon (HC) gas concentrations in the exhaust 201 

and the different atomic hydrogen/carbon (H/C) ratios of the two fuels.29 The emission indices 202 

are reported at standard temperature and pressure (STP; 0°C and 101.325 kPa). We also 203 

calculated the SMPS number- and mass-based EIs for evaluating the relative reduction of nvPM 204 

emissions as a function of engine thrust and fuel hydrogen content. The SMPS-based 205 

concentrations were calculated by summing the number and mass concentrations in the size bins 206 

(6-190 nm). The mass concentrations were calculated by assuming a constant average particle 207 
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density of 1 g/cm3.46 The total standard uncertainties (95% confidence) in the EIs were estimated 208 

using the root-sum-square method to propagate the uncertainties in the parameters measured as 209 

described in the SAE ARP6320.29 Using the typical values for systematic standard uncertainty 210 

(10%) and random standard uncertainty (3%) for nvPM mass and number measurement, the total 211 

standard uncertainty was 12% for EImass and 13% for EInum. These uncertainties include assumed 212 

2% total uncertainty for the thermophoretic loss correction factor kthermo. This low uncertainty 213 

agrees with recent experiments that found negligible differences between the standardized kthermo 214 

correction model and experimental data.35 The uncertainties in the particle loss-corrected EIs 215 

were calculated by propagating the total uncertainty in the EIs with the loss correction 216 

uncertainties. The estimated uncertainties in the loss-corrected EIs were 22% for EImass and 26% 217 

for EInum. Previously, uncertainties between 20% and 38% were reported for nvPM EIs without 218 

and with loss correction.25,26,36,44  219 

LTO cycle emissions. The average EIs and fuel flow at standard sea level (15 °C, 101.325 kPa) 220 

were used to calculate emissions from the ICAO LTO cycle. The LTO cycle simulates emissions 221 

from airport operations <915 m (3000 ft) above ground level. The EI in each mode is multiplied 222 

by fuel flow and the mode duration (26, 4, 2.2, and 0.7 min for taxi, approach, climb-out, and 223 

take-off, respectively). 224 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 225 

Particle size distribution properties. The particle size distribution properties varied with engine 226 

thrust (Figure 1). At ground idle, the PSD had a GMD ~8 nm and GSD of ~2 with both fuels. 227 

The PSD at ground idle with regular Jet A-1 had the highest number concentration for all test 228 

points investigated (Figure 1a). When the thrust increased slightly to 7% Foo, the particle number 229 
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concentration decreased by an order of magnitude. With further increase in thrust, the number 230 

concentration increased and reached a plateau between 65% and 100% Foo. The GMD increased 231 

linearly with thrust and the GSD increased from 30% thrust to take-off (Figure 1, panels c and 232 

d). Although the number concentration was similar at the three highest power settings, due to the 233 

broadening of the PSD and increasing GMD, the mass concentration increased with thrust. The 234 

PSD characteristics are in line with previous measurements of the same engine type.25,26,36 Note 235 

that some previous studies report PSD data at the instrument, i.e. without particle loss 236 

correction.25,26 Due to losses, size distributions at the instrument have larger GMD and lower 237 

GSD than at the engine exit plane. The GMD and GSD are in the range commonly found for 238 

various types of commercial turbofan engines.25,26,44,47  239 

The HEFA-SPK blend reduced particle concentrations in the PSD at all thrust levels (Figure 1, 240 

panels a and b). The most notable reduction was observed at ground idle and 7% Foo, where the 241 

PSD number concentration was reduced by ~60%, and only a small reduction (10-15%) was 242 

observed at high thrust. The HEFA-SPK blend reduced the GMD by up to 2.5 nm and the GSD 243 

by up to 0.1. (Figure 1, panels c and d). These findings agree with previous studies done at 244 

ground level and cruise with different HEFA-SPK blends, which have demonstrated relatively 245 

small reductions in GMD and GSD for HEFA-SPK blends < 50%. A similar reduction of GMD 246 

(~3 nm) was reported for an auxiliary power unit (APU) burning HEFA-SPK blends with Jet A-1 247 

in the same range of fuel H/C ratios as investigated here (1.88–1.95).6 A 50% HEFA blend 248 

reduced the GMD produced by a CFM56 engine at cruise by ~ 4.5 nm.10 Higher reductions in 249 

GMD, by up to 30 nm, have been achieved only with higher blend ratios and pure SPK 250 

fuels.6,12,14,23,34 251 
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Figure 1: Average particle size distributions at the engine exit plane (corrected for dilution 253 

and particle losses in the sampling and measurement system) at different thrust levels 254 

ranging from ground idle to take-off obtained with Jet-A1 (a) and the 32% HEFA-SPK 255 

blend (b). Panels (c) and (d) show the GMD and GSD of lognormal distributions at the 256 

engine exit plane obtained by fitting the SMPS measurement data with the product of the 257 

lognormal distribution and the sampling system penetration function (R2>0.985; online SI). 258 
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The highest reduction in particle concentration can be seen at low thrust. A small reduction 259 

in GMD and GSD was observed with the HEFA-SPK blend compared to the Jet A-1 fuel.  260 

 261 

Emission indices of nvPM mass and number. The nvPM EI characteristics followed the thrust 262 

dependence of the particle size distribution properties. The EImass had a local maximum at ground 263 

idle, then decreased to the minimum at 7% Foo and subsequently increased steeply with further 264 

increase in thrust (Figure 2a). The EInum had a similar trend (Figure 2b). However, the maximum 265 

was measured at ground idle with Jet A-1 fuel. At high thrust, the EInum peaked at 65% Foo and 266 

decreased with further increase in thrust. The nvPM emission characteristics compare well to 267 

studies of the same engine family using Jet A-1 fuel. However, the maximum EImass found here 268 

was higher than reported previously.25,26,36 The maximum EImass was more than a factor of two 269 

higher than reported for the same engine type with an improved combustor (10% lower certified 270 

smoke number) burning regular Jet A-1 tested in the same facility.36 In addition to the combustor 271 

differences, the higher nvPM emissions can be attributed to ambient temperature effects, engine 272 

deterioration, and different exhaust sampling probes. First, the data reported by Durdina et al. 273 

201736 were obtained at ambient temperatures between 15°C and 34°C (compared to 7.5–12.5 °C 274 

here). An engine with maximum nvPM mass emissions at full thrust produces lower EImass at the 275 

T3 corresponding to take-off at standard sea level (ISA, 15°C, 101.325 kPa) in warm conditions 276 

than in cold conditions. The combustor inlet pressure p3 and the combustor discharge fuel-air 277 

ratio FAR4 at a given T3 decrease with increasing ambient temperature. The nvPM mass 278 

reduction correlates with the decrease in p3 and FAR4.17,48 Second, the engines tested in the 279 

previous study had a lower number of flight cycles with emission performance comparable to a 280 

new engine. The effects of engine aging and ambient conditions on nvPM EIs have been 281 
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investigated, but as of yet, no parametrizations are available. Lastly, although optimized for 282 

carbon balance, the single-orifice exhaust sampling probe used here may not capture the spatial 283 

variability of nvPM at the engine exit plane in comparison to the multi-orifice probe used 284 

previously.36 For the engine type tested, the spatial variability of EImass and EInum decreased with 285 

increasing thrust. At high thrust, the EImass and EInum determined using the multi-orifice and 286 

single-orifice probe have been found to be within ~20%.26 However, these differences do not 287 

affect the relative nvPM emissions reductions due to fuel composition effects investigated here. 288 
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 289 

Figure 2: Emission indices of nvPM mass (a) and nvPM number (b) at the engine exit plane 290 

(corrected for particle loss in the sampling and measurement system) and STP (0°C and 291 

101.325 kPa). The open symbols highlight the test points with high nvPM mass 292 

measurement uncertainties due to low concentration at the measurement location (<3 293 

µg/m3 at ground idle and 30% Foo and <1 µg/m3 at 7% Foo). The error bars represent the 2-294 

sigma (95% confidence) propagated uncertainties in the loss-corrected EIs (22% for EImass 295 

and 26% for EInum).  296 
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The EImass and EInum decreased with the HEFA-SPK blend at each test point except for the EImass 297 

at 7% Foo due to high measurement uncertainties at low nvPM mass concentrations (Figure 2a). 298 

As highlighted by the open symbols, the nvPM mass measured at and below 30% Foo with the 299 

HEFA-SPK blend and at 7% Foo with Jet A-1 were below 3 µg/m3 at the measurement location. 300 

The lowest concentrations detected at 7% Foo were below the specified limit of detection of the 301 

MSS  (LOD; 1 µg/m3). The reductions of nvPM emissions can be attributed to the higher 302 

hydrogen mass content (+0.48%) and lower total aromatics (-6.8%) and naphthalenes (-0.26%) 303 

of the HEFA-SPK blend compared to Jet A-1, which is consistent with previous research.5–304 

8,11,21,23,33,45 Also, the HEFA-SPK blend had a higher smoke point, which has been historically 305 

used for correlating gas turbine smoke emissions with fuels containing different amounts of total 306 

aromatics, naphthalenes, and hydrogen (Table 1).18  307 

 308 

Prediction of fuel composition effects on nvPM emissions. This work has provided essential 309 

data for developing the first standardized model of fuel composition effects used for emissions 310 

certification to the new CAEP/11 nvPM standard. Studies have shown that nvPM emissions of 311 

various gas turbine engine types correlate with fuel hydrogen content regardless of the 312 

naphtalene and aromatics content. 6,21,23,45 The standardized model utilizes fuel hydrogen content 313 

(ΔH, difference between the hydrogen content in the fuel used and the reference value of 13.8%) 314 

and engine thrust (%Foo). 28,30 The fuel composition effects are thrust dependent. Thus, the trends 315 

of EImass and EInum reductions with thrust (%Foo) for different ΔH must be well known. In the 316 

context of our study, ΔH is the difference in the hydrogen content between the two fuels 317 

investigated (0.48% using the NMR-determined values in Table 1). 318 

  319 
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The EImass and EInum reductions depended strongly on engine thrust setting, with the highest 320 

reductions found at low thrust (Figure 3). As described above, the low thrust settings produced 321 

extremely low nvPM mass concentrations (<3 µg/m3 at the instrument). Thus, EImass reductions 322 

using the MSS data at the lowest three thrust levels have very high uncertainties (open squares in 323 

Figure 3a). At such low nvPM mass concentrations, the more sensitive particle size distribution 324 

measurement is a useful surrogate for this analysis (gray squares and circles). The SMPS-based 325 

EImass reduction was ~70% at ground idle and 7% Foo. At thrust levels >30% Foo, the EImass 326 

reductions determined using the MSS and SMPS agreed well and decreased steeply with an 327 

increase in thrust, reaching ~20% at 65% Foo. With a further increase in thrust, the EImass 328 

reduction remained constant. At high thrust, the upper limit of the SMPS scans (190 nm) cut off 329 

up to ~30% of the particle volume distribution, which may lead to potential discrepancies in the 330 

EImass reduction predicted with the SMPS compared to the MSS. Further sources of potential 331 

discrepancy between the MSS and SMPS-derived EImass reductions are changing PM chemical 332 

composition (EC / total carbon (TC) ratio), MAC, and effective density with fuel composition. 333 

The EC/TC ratio and MAC may affect the MSS measurement, whereas the effective density 334 

affects the SMPS-derived EImass. All these parameters remained the same as a function of thrust 335 

using the HEFA-SPK blend compared with the Jet A-1.37,49  336 

The thrust dependence of the EInum reduction was similar to the EImass but with lower values at 337 

each thrust level (Figure 3b). At idle and 7% Foo, the EInum reduction was ~60%, identical for the 338 

APC and SMPS. The EInum reduction decreased steeply with an increased thrust to ~12% at 65% 339 

Foo. In contrast to EImass reduction, the EInum reduction decreased slightly with further increase in 340 

thrust, reaching ~7% at take-off. The consistently lower EInum reduction can be explained by the 341 
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effect of the decreasing GMD and GSD on the particle mass distribution (third power of the 342 

particle diameter). This observation is consistent with previous studies.8,21   343 
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 344 

Figure 3: Reduction of the emission indices of nvPM mass (a) and nvPM number (b) with 345 

the 32% HEFA-SPK blend with respect to Jet A-1 at the engine exit plane (corrected for 346 

particle loss in the sampling and measurement system). The error bars represent the 347 

propagated 2-sigma (95% confidence) combined uncertainties in the loss-corrected EIs. 348 

The lines represent the predictive model for EImass and EInum reduction from Brem et al. 349 

201521, a function of %Foo and the difference in the fuel hydrogen content between the two 350 

fuels investigated (ΔH). The ΔH of 0.48% (framed) corresponds to the value in this study. 351 

 352 

The thrust dependence of fuel composition effects qualitatively agrees with previous works, 353 

which found the highest PM and nvPM emissions reductions at low power. This effect has been 354 

seen across different jet engine technologies and sizes. 5,7,8,11,16,33,50 The interdependencies 355 

between the local equivalence ratio governing the soot formation and fuel composition for the 356 
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engine type investigated have been described in detail by Brem et al.21 At high engine power, 357 

local equivalence ratios are highest and soot is formed mainly by fragmentation and 358 

polymerization reactions in fuel-rich flame zones. With decreasing thrust, the local equivalence 359 

ratio decreases, mixing improves, the residence time in the primary zone increases, and the soot 360 

formation favors the faster condensation reactions with aromatics.7 A direct comparison with 361 

most of the previous emission measurements using alternative fuel blends is difficult as they 362 

used various sampling and measurement methodologies not compliant with the ICAO nvPM 363 

standard. However, we can compare the results of this study with the model developed by Brem 364 

at al. 201521 who employed the same standardized sampling and measurement system and the 365 

same engine type. 366 

The comparison with the fuel composition effects model of Brem et al. 2015 shows notable 367 

differences in the thrust-dependent reductions (Figure 3). The model predicts a linear 368 

relationship between the EI reduction and % Foo for a given ΔH. The model was developed from 369 

emissions tests using Jet A-1 fuel doped with aromatic solvents in the thrust range 30–100% Foo 370 

and ΔH <0.55%. The solid lines in Figure 3 represent the applicability range of the model, 371 

whereas the dashed lines are extrapolations of the thrust range and ΔH. For illustration, we plot 372 

the predicted reductions for ΔH=0.4%, 0.48% (ΔH in this study) and 0.6%. In agreement with 373 

the model, the EImass reductions were higher than EInum reductions. The extrapolations below 374 

30% Foo predict the reduction at the lowest certified thrust level (taxi, 7% Foo) within 10%. 375 

However, the model does not capture the non-linear thrust dependence with nearly constant 376 

EImass and EInum reductions at high thrust reported here. The different thrust dependence of the 377 

fuel composition effects may be due to a deteriorated emissions performance of the engine 378 

tested. The engine had accumulated three times higher number of flight cycles and hours than in 379 
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the previous study. Also, the engine tested by Brem et al. had an improved combustor. Using a 380 

CFM56-7B engine with the same combustor as used in this study, Lobo et al.33 reported similar 381 

non-linear thrust-dependent reductions of EImass and EInum (calculated from particle size 382 

distributions) for various SAF/Jet A-1 blends. With each blend, the % reductions in EImass and 383 

EInum decreased with increasing thrust up to 85% Foo and no further decrease was observed at 384 

100% Foo. 385 

This comparison emphasizes the high uncertainties in predicting fuel composition effects on 386 

nvPM emissions with published data. Future works should provide further evidence for the 387 

applicability of a fuel composition correction based on fuel hydrogen content and engine thrust 388 

using different SAF blends and the ICAO Annex 16 sampling and measurement methodology. 389 

The tests should be performed on engines with various combustor types, thrust ratings and 390 

overall pressure ratios. Accurate predictions of the fuel composition effects on nvPM emissions 391 

become increasingly important for the emissions certification and predicting the impact of 392 

widespread adoption of SAF on climate and local air quality. 393 

 394 

Local air quality impacts. This work provides evidence of the benefits of SAF blends for 395 

airport air quality. The 32% HEFA-SPK blend reduced the nvPM mass emissions from the 396 

standard LTO cycle by ~20% and the nvPM number emissions by ~25% (Figure 4, no error bars 397 

shown for clarity). Although we showed in Figure 3 that the EImass reductions were higher than 398 

the EInum reductions at each thrust level, the nvPM mass contribution to the LTO emissions from 399 

the low thrust modes (where the reductions are highest) was only ~1%. In contrast, the nvPM 400 

number emissions from the taxi and approach modes with Jet A-1 constituted ~25% of the LTO 401 

nvPM number, leading to an overall higher reduction for the nvPM number. The overall 402 
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reductions were modest because the LTO emissions were dominated by climb (85% Foo) for both 403 

nvPM mass and nvPM number. We expect similar potential reductions of the LTO nvPM 404 

emissions from the current commercial fleet dominated by engines with maximum nvPM 405 

emissions at high thrust. 406 
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 408 

Figure 4: Calculated emissions from the certification landing and take-off cycle (LTO) for 409 

nvPM mass (a) and nvPM number (b) per aircraft (2 engines operating at the same thrust). 410 

The different colors represent the four LTO cycle modes. The emissions in each mode are 411 

calculated by multiplying the EIs by fuel flow and the mode duration. The overall 412 

reduction is moderate because the LTO cycle emissions of this engine are dominated by the 413 

high thrust modes in which the nvPM emissions reductions were the lowest.  The most 414 

significant reduction was observed for the nvPM number emissions in the taxi mode. 415 

 416 
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The relatively high reductions of nvPM number found at low thrust are most significant for the 417 

air quality and health effects at airports and surrounding communities. Recent models predict 418 

that over 80% of the LTO nvPM number at a large airport is emitted during taxi and approach.51  419 

However, the real-world contribution of low thrust operations may be even higher because of 420 

ground idle emissions (< 7% Foo).  As shown above, the EInum at ground idle was an order of 421 

magnitude higher than at 7% Foo. Estimating real-world ground idle emissions is a point of 422 

controversy as it is not a certification test point and it is set automatically by the engine control 423 

unit. Moreover, in real-world operations, bleed air extraction and additional loads affect the fuel-424 

air ratio. Thus, the real-world ground idle emissions may differ from test cell results.52 425 

Nevertheless, we expect the relative nvPM emissions reductions found here at ground idle to 426 

apply for on-wing operations. Future work should further investigate the reductions of nvPM and 427 

volatile PM emissions at low power from on-wing tests at different bleed air extraction levels, 428 

auxiliary loads, and ambient conditions. 429 
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